A meeting of the Student Support Committee will be held on **Wednesday 8 December 2021** at 2pm, by way of Microsoft Teams.

Lesley Muirhead, Acting Lead Student Support Adviser (Disability)
(e-mail l.muirhead@abdn.ac.uk)

**AGENDA**

**FOR DISCUSSION**

1. **Welcome and Chairs’ Update**

2. **Approval of the Minute of the SSC held on 18 October 2021** *(SSC/081221/001)*

3. **Student Mental Health Agreement** *(SSC/081221/002)*

   Members of the Committee are asked to **discuss** the paper about the Student Mental Health Agreement.

4. **Student Misconduct Review Task and Finish Group** *(SSC/081221/003)*

   Members of the Committee will be provided with an oral update about the Student Misconduct Review Task and Finish Group. Members of the Committee are asked to note the remit and composition of the group.

5. **Monitoring, Absence and Engagement Task and Finish Group Remit and Composition** *(SSC/081221/004)*

   Members of the Committee are asked to **discuss** the paper about the remit and composition of the Monitoring, Absence and Engagement Task and Finish Group.

6. **Pastoral Review Task and Finish Group Report** *(SSC/081221/005)*

   Members of the Committee are asked to **discuss** the report about the Pastoral Review Task and Finish Group.

7. **Academic Appeals and Complaints Handling Update** *(SSC/081221/006)*

   Members of the Committee are asked to **discuss** the paper about the Academic Appeals and Complaints Handling Update.
8. Communication between the University Education Committee, its sub-committees and the School Education Committees (SSC/081221/007)

Members of the Committee are asked to discuss the paper about communication between the UEC, its sub-committees and the SECs, and the UEC Paper Template.

9. Education Risk Register (SSC/081221/008)

Members of the Committee are asked to discuss the Education Risk Register.


Members of the Committee are asked to discuss the paper about the Policy Review Update.

11. NSS (SSC/081221/010)

These papers from the NSS Steering Group are provided to the Committee for information.

12. AOCB

13. Reflection on this meetings’ discussion regarding equality, diversity, inclusion, health, safety and wellbeing.

14. Reflection on Aberdeen 2040 Updates on Operational Plan

15. Reflection on SSC Task and Finish Groups

16. Date of Next Meeting

The next meeting of the Committee will be held on Friday 4 February at 2pm, by Microsoft Teams.